WORD WHEEL

Starting with the “M” at the arrow, see how many everyday words of three or more letters you can find going clockwise. Don’t skip over any letters. For example, if you saw the letters C, A, R, E, D, you would form five words: CAR, CARE, CARED, ARE, RED. We found 30 words.

TRI, TRI AGAIN

Fit the nine triangles into the big one so six everyday words are spelled out reading across the arrows. Do not rotate the triangles.
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WORD WHEEL
mess, message, ess, sag, sage, age, gem, map, phone, hone, honey, one, eye, yea, year, ear, arrange, ran, rang, range, angel, gel, eleven, eve, even, event, vent, entry, try, rye.

TRI, TRI AGAIN
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